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Hellstorm - Exposing the Real Genocide of Nazi Germany

Honoring German Victims by Exposing the Truth of World War Two
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By Kyle Hunt – Renegade Tribune
The anniversary of the horrific Dresden bombings is on
February 13th. I want to make sure more people know
about what happened to the German people during that
"good war", so I put together a very simple flyer that can
point people in the right direction.
The flyers can be handed out, posted on message boards
or in some strategic locations, sent in the mail, and
distributed in other creative ways. College campuses and
city centers could be a great place to get the word out. A
passerby can simply take a photo of the QR code in the
center and get directed to the website where they can
watch the film for free. I suggest distributing the fliers in
a synchronized fashion on the night of February 12th.
While taking to the streets is important, let’s not forget to
post links to the documentary all over social media on the
February 13th.
Since the release of the film last May, Germany has been
invaded once again, but this time she has an occupational
government that won’t stand up for the folk. In fact, the
traitorous government, headed by the Communist Merkel,
invited the rapist army to come and run wild. Children are
being attacked, girls are being raped, and the police

won’t step in and help. In fact, the only people they have
been attacking are the patriotic dissidents opposed to the
destruction of Germany.
The situation will only get worse unless we rise up as
united Europeans and defend the honor of our women
and ensure a future for our children! We need to set the
record straight regarding what happened to Germany, not
only to honor the victims, but also because World War 2
is used as the justification for everything that is befalling
European Western civilization today. Our enemies
conquered Europe and her people. They unleashed their
hatred by raping, robbing, torturing, and mass murdering
in the most sickening ways imaginable. In just a few days
they turned one of the most beautiful cities in Europe into
a smoldering ruin, burning defenseless elderly men,
women, and children in the worst holocaust any people
ever experienced.
These twisted
psychopaths still
celebrate
the
carnage
to
this
day
and
want Bomber Butcher Harris,
who
orchestrated
the
firebombings, to “do it again”.
We will see justice enacted.
We will see Germany’s honor restored.
We will see our world freed from this tyranny.
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Who Is Responsible for Sexual Violence in Europe?
Is Alex Jones’ Infowars Part of the Problem?
By Jonas E. Alexis on January 8, 2016
If Alex Jones and Infowars continue to tell their listeners
lies and deceptions and half-truths, if they continue to
ignore the central issues that are at stake, then we are
going to hold them partly responsible for the mess in
America and Europe.

Frauke Petry

Gordon Duff’s theory with respect to the so-called
Syrian refugees continues to make sense as
current events unfold. Duff basically argued last
November that countries in Europe are playing
double standards. How?
Well, the vast majority said virtually nothing when their
own government officials heralded perpetual wars in the
Middle East. In fact, most of those people were willing to
believe whatever those government officials told them.
They were willing to accept categorical lies and
fabrications as gospel truth.
Now, it seems that the chicken had come home to roost.
Duff said then:
“Europe loved colonialism, loved fighting wars
around the world until the chickens came home to
roost. Problem is, those doing the suffering in
Europe are not those who profited from colonialism
and war.
“Conversely, there would be none of the flood we
are seeing if it weren’t for European arrogance,
drawing maps around the world knowing instability
and eternal war and the profits expected from
same were to be a part of it.”
Absolutely true. America and much of Europe have
bought the Neoconservative ideology arguably right after
World War II, and America has invaded at least 67

countries ever since. But people are now beginning to
realize that the Neoconservative (or shall we say NeoBolshevik) price was too high. People are no paying
exorbitant interest rate, which in this case is sexual
violence in Europe.[1]
Sexual violence, reports tell us, is in the streets of
Europe, and people are now angry. We are told that
“A string of sex assaults and robberies during New Year’s
celebrations in Germany has fuelled debate about the
country’s ability to integrate large numbers of
migrants…”
We are going to assume that those reports are true.
Some could be fabrications, and I have contacted my
good Australian friend, Dr Fredrick Töben, to get his take
on this. Here is what he told me:
“2015-16 New Year Problems in German cities. We
want to see the physical evidence of these events.
Where is the security video evidence for these
disturbances in these cities? Surely someone
observed the chaos that is reported to have
happened?
“Fredrick Töben advises that in Australia most
public video recordings are controlled by the
police. Is there a similar law in Germany that gives
police control of all public video recordings? If this
is the case, then this would partially explain why
there are no recordings of the alleged New Year
disturbances.
“On the other hand, where are the thousands of
recordings
made
by
passers-by
and
by
participants?. Think of the IS, ISIS, Daesh
activities that are propagated via the Internet. No
evidence of German New Year riots – only reports
after the event?
“I worry that this could be a beat-up so as to
entice the ‘right-wing’ to advocate vigilante action
etc., which would then further tighten the noose
around the Germans who reject their country’s
disintegration.”
But for the sake of argument, we will grant the Zionist
media the premise that all those reports are accurate.
Frauke Petry, a German chemist and leader of the
nationalist party Alternative for Germany, declared:
“Is this the ‘cosmopolitan and colorful’ Germany that
Merkel wished for?”
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Petry obviously fails to get into the fundamental issues
here. As we shall demonstrate later, Merkel is just a
pawn in this ideological process.
Furthermore, where was Petry when leaders of Europe
were planting seeds of sexual violence virtually all over
the Middle East? Does she not have the sophistication to
realize that perpetual wars in Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya,
and now in Syria are also part of the problem? Why can’t
she read Frankenstein properly?
Petry again said:
“It’s unacceptable that women are sexually molested and
robbed by young migrants on the streets and public
squares of German cities at night.”
Sorry to beat a dead horse here, but what about Abu
Ghraib? Where was Petry then? Why didn’t she come out
of the closet and make a strong case against such
ruthless violence?
If sexual violence promotes a “whole new dimension of
crime,” as the local police force declares in
Cologne,[2] what about the “whole new dimension of
crime” that has been going on for more than a decade in
Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, Syria? Do people in those
countries matter at all? Just in case your memory is
fading, let us do a little history here.

“It’s always great to be torturers. No remorse. No
Apology to Muslims.”

Torture was routine at Abu Ghraib, and forcing
prisoners to have sex with one another and sodomizing
teenagers was fair game. One prisoner testified that he
saw one officer
“fucking a kid, his age would be about 15-18 years.
The kid was hurting very bad and they covered all
the doors with sheets.
“Then when I heard the screaming I climbed the
door because on top it wasn’t covered and I saw
[name blacked out], who was wearing the military
uniform putting his dick in the little kid’s ass. I
couldn’t see the face of the kid because his face
wasn’t in front of the door. ”[3]
How did Neocon Dinesh D’Souza defend that practice?
Listen to him: “[Jewish] historian Bernard Lewis has
pointed out that compared to prisons throughout the
Arab world, Guantanamo Bay and Abu Ghraib are like
Disneyland.” [4] Both D’Souza and Lewis are obviously
psychotic here. But D’Souza’s psychotic mind does not
stop here. He moves on to say:
“Abu Ghraib did not reflect the shared values of America,
it reflected the sexual immodesty of liberal America. ”[5]
D’souza just got out of jail. Perhaps should have spent
more time there to clear his head.

Torture was also routine in Afghanistan, where
adolescents were beaten with hoses “and pipes and
threats of sodomy.”[6]These acts were not done in the
dark. Cambridge University published similar reports in a
book that is more than 1200 pages long. [7]
These acts were also documented by psychiatrists such
as Terry Kupers.[8] The Soviet Gulag is over, but torture
in the Middle is all right.[9]
It gets worse. Consider this: the estimate of lives lost in
the war in Iraq alone is between 100,000 to 600,000,
including thousands of civilians. In 2003, at least 12,000
civilians lost their lives.[10] The first three years of the
war produced between 104,000 and 223,000 civilian
deaths.
When it was over, 2.3 million Iraqis had been forced to
flee their homes and towns; by 2008, another 2.7 million
Iraqis were displaced, and nearly half a million civilians
ended up losing their lives.[11] Thousands upon
thousands
of
other
people
went
missing
by
2008.[12] This is out of a total Iraqi population of about
30 million people.[13]
When the war was over, sectarian violence and car
bombings were rampant—almost every day. When Mark
Kukis went to Iraq to report on what happened, he said
he heard two to five car bombs every day.[14] The Iraq
war, says Kukis, shook the entire nation and created
havoc even by 2006.[15]
Factions of society that once coexisted were dismantled.
In a nutshell, Iraq was in decay. Buildings and farmlands
were destroyed.[16] And the fringe benefits of the war?
Between 300,000 and 360,000 veterans returned home
with
brain
injuries,[17] some
of
which
went
untreated.[18]
By 2005, more than 6,000 soldiers serving in Iraq
committed
suicide.[19] In
2012,
more
soldiers
committed suicide than died in combat,[20] making it
the year with the highest suicide rate since 2001.[21] In
addition, the war has sent the American taxpayers a bill
of $6 trillion,[22] combined with the fact that a debt
ceiling keeps rising every six months or so.[23]
The US national debt had reached $16 trillion by the end
of 2012.[24] Because of this wrecked economy, suicides
in America’s civilian population have increased at an
alarming rate as well.[25]
And if you are a student trying to get an education to get
out of this economic sinkhole, the government is going to
profit from your student loan. It was reported that the
government made a profit of $51 billion in 2013 off
student loans.[26]
Since apparently we need to police just about every
country in the Middle East, we need to assign billions of
dollars for defense. Therefore, by the end of 2012,
Obama signed a defense spending bill for 2013 that will
cost $633 billion.[27]
Homelessness among Iraq and Afghanistan veterans has
more than doubled over the past two years, and by the
fall of 2012, it was reported that at least “26,531 were
living on the streets, at risk of losing their homes,
staying in temporary housing or receiving federal
vouchers to pay rent.” In addition, about 307,000
soldiers want to leave the military.[28] About 360,000
Iraq and Afghanistan veterans are also dealing with
injuries, many of them severe.[29]
You see, there is an implicit contradiction among decent
people in Germany and elsewhere, who are now facing
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the consequences of perpetual wars. They seem to have
enough voice now to resist the immorality of perpetual
wars. Will they speak up in unison?
At this present moment, they are looking at the
symptom. We want them to look at the real cancer,
which is devouring the entire body at an astronomical
rate. If they cannot look at the emperor right in the eye
and tell him that he really has no clothes, then we will
never take them seriously.
Furthermore, if people like Alex Jones and Paul Joseph
Watson cannot empower their viewers and call out the
people who are spreading this deadly cancer in Europe, if
they
are
still
looking
at
the problem from
a Neoconservative perspective, then you can be sure that
Jones, Watson, and other puppets are doing exactly what
their oppressors want them to do. In fact, their
oppressors and other puppets like them continue to
propound the same message over and over again.[30]
Proof?

“Who says that I have to be logical and follow
international law? Don’t they know that I and my
brethren are above the law?”

Jewish Neocon Daniel Greenfield has recently written
that
“The only way for European women to have a future is to
fight Muslim migration.” [31]
We accept Greenfield’s challenge, but we will add some
nuances to his essentially Talmudic ideology here: the
only way for European women to have a future is to fight
Jewish Neocons like Daniel Pipes, people who
perpetuated wars and conflicts in places like Syria in the
first place. Let us keep in mind that it was Pipes who
diabolically declared that
“The West should prevent either side [Assad’s and the
rebels/terrorists’] in the civil war from emerging
victorious by helping whichever side is losing, so as to
prolong their conflict.’”

He added:

“This policy recommendation of ‘helping whichever side is
losing’ sounds odd, I admit, but it is strategic. ”[32]

Think God that Ken O’Keefe has morally and
intellectually castrated
Neocon
mush-heads
and
“incessant bogeymen” like Pipes in broad daylight. But
instead of making people like Pipes responsible for the
protracted conflict in Syria, which got morphed into the
crisis in Germany, Greenfield declared: “Merkel made
this mess. ”[33]
Do you see what Greenfield is doing here?

Pipes basically put a Neoconservative gun in the mouths
of Western leaders and threatened them to jump. They
responded almost in unison, “How high”? When they
eventually followed ordered but then landed in Syria with
the purpose of liquidating the Assad government, they
had to make a diabolical deal with the so-called Syrian
rebels and indeed al-Qaeda and ISIS. In the process, a
flood of people began to leave Syria.
Those “refugees” had no choice but to move, since they
were being slaughtered by ISIS and other terrorist
groups. Now they are landing in Germany and other
European countries.
So, how does Greenfield respond? Well, Pipes obviously
has nothing to do with it; Western leaders—and in this
instance Merkel—“made this mess.” Greenfield once
again is an infallible indication that Gordon Duff was right
when he said that the refugee crisis is staged:
“Today’s refugee crisis is staged, intended to destroy
Europe. The question as always: ‘Who benefits?’”
Good question, but we already know the answer by now.
But the sad part of the story is that major so-called
alternative media like Infowars do not want to address
this issue contextually and logically at all. If Jones and
others deliberately continue to tell their listeners lies and
deceptions and half-truths, if they continue to ignore the
central issues that are at stake, then we are going to
hold them partly responsible for the mess in America.
Jones has a huge following. As a grown man with a
bombastic voice, he should know better by now. He
should start learning how to tell his listeners the whole
truth in love. He needs to start laying out the facts by
telling his viewers that like Israel wanted the war in Syria
from the beginning. Listen very carefully to Michael Oren,
Israel’s outgoing ambassador to the U.S.:
“The initial message about the Syrian issue was that we
always wanted Bashar Assad to go, we always preferred
the bad guys who weren’t backed by Iran to the bad guys
who were backed by Iran.” [34]

Did you catch that? Now, here is the million-dollar
question: who are “the bad guys who weren’t backed by
Iran”? The so-called Syrian rebels, ISIS, and al-Qaeda.
Guess what? Those bad guys are all fighting Assad.
Guess what? They’ve got caught having an incestuous
relationship with Israel. [35] “We understand that they
are pretty bad guys,” Oren added,
“Still, the greatest danger to Israel is by the strategic arc
that extends from Tehran, to Damascus to Beirut. And
we saw the Assad regime as the keystone in that arc.
That is a position we had well before the outbreak of
hostilities in Syria. With the outbreak of hostilities we
continued to want Assad to go.” [36]
How can people listen to Jones and never ask him about
those vital issues?
[1] “Locals voice fears, minister vows punishment after ‘Arab’
crowd blamed for sex assaults in Cologne,” Russia Today,
January 5, 2016.
[2] “Germany
now
has
North
Africa’s
sex
crime
troubles,” Chicago Tribune, January 6, 2016.
[3] Mark Danner, Torture and Truth: America, Abu Ghraib, and
the War on Terror (New York: New York Review of Books,
2004), 243.
[4] Dines D’Souza, The Enemy at Home: The Cultural Left and
Its Responsibility for 9/11 (New York: Broadway Books, 2007),
84.
[5] Ibid., 151.
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[6] Alissa J. Rubin, “Anti-Torture Efforts in Afghanistan Failed,
UN Says,” NY Times, Jan. 20, 2013.
[7] See Karen J. Geenberg and Joshua L. Dratel, eds., The
Torture Papers: The Road to Abu Ghraib (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2004).
[8] Lila Rajiva, The Language of Empire: Abu Ghraib and the
American Media (New York: Monthly Review Press, 2005), 167.
[9] “Defense Contractor Paid $5M to Iraqis Over Abu
Ghraib,” USA Today, Jan. 8, 2013; “Ex-Abu Ghraib Inmates Gets
$5M Settlement from US Firm,” BBC, Jan. 9, 2013.
[10] Wikipedia,
“Casualties
of
the
Iraq
War”; http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Casualties_of_the_Iraq_War.
[11] Mark Kukis, Voices from Iraq: A People’s History, 20032009 (New York: Columbia University Press, 2011), xvii.
[12] Ibid.
[13] Ibid.
[14] Ibid., xiii.
[15] Ibid., xiv.
[16] Ibid.
[17] Gregg Zoroya, “360,000 Veterans May Have Brain
Injuries,” USA Today, March 5, 3009; Denise Grady, “Brain
Injuries Are
Seen in New Scans of Veterans,” NY Times, Jun. 1, 2011;
“Mental Health Injuries Scar 300,000 US Troops,” MSNBC, April
17, 2008.
[18] Lizette Alvarez, “War Veterans’ Concussions are Often
Overlooked,” NY Times, Aug. 25, 2008.
[19] Armen Keteyian, “VA Hid Suicide Risk, Internal Emails
Show,” CBC News, Jul. 30, 2010.
[20] Allison Churchill, “Military Losing More Troops to Suicide
than Combat,” Business Insider, Oct. 25, 2012; Helen Pow,
“More US Troops Committing Suicide Than Being Killed Fighting
in Afghanistan,” Daily Mail, Oct. 24, 2012.
[21] Kelley Vlahos, “Surviving War, Falling to Suicide,” American
Conservative, Jan. 1, 2012; James Dao and Andrew W. Lehren,
“Baffling
Rise in Suicides Plagues US Military,” NY Times, May 15, 2013.
[22] Bob Dreyfuss, “The $6 Trillion Wars,” The Nation, March
29, 2013; Daniel Trotta, “Iraq War Cost US More Than $2
Trillion, Could
Grow to $6 Trillion, Says Watson Institute Study,” Huffington
Post, March 14, 2013.
[23] “A Threat to Cost Taxpayers Money,” Economist, Apr. 12,
20111; Kathleen Hennessey, “Obama Tries to Shoot Down GOP

Talk of Debt-Limit Threat,” LA Times, December 5, 2012; Mary
Williams Walsh, “Debt Ceiling Rises Again as Threat for the
US,” NY Times, December 21, 2012; Moran Zhang, “US
Economy 2013: If ‘Fiscal Cliff ’ is Avoided, What About the Debt
Ceiling?,” International Business Times, December 21, 2012.
[24] Simon Rogers, “US Debt: How Big is It and Who Owns
It?,” Guardian, October 2, 2012.
[25] Deborah Kotz, “Suicides Surge During Tough Economic
Times,” Boston Globe, April 14, 2011.
[26] “Obama Student Loan Policy Reaping $51 Billion
Profit,” Huffington Post, May 14, 2013.
[27] David Alexander, “House Approves Bill Authorizing $633
Billion in Defense Spending,” Chicago Tribune, Dec. 20, 2012;
Dave Boyer, “Obama Signs Defense Measure he Once Vowed to
Veto,” Washington Time, Jan. 3, 2013.
[28] Gregg Zoroya, “Homeless, At-Risk Veterans Double,” USA
Today, December 27, 2012.
[29] Vlahos, “Surviving War, Falling to Suicide,” American
Conservative, Jan. 1, 2013
[30] See for example Noah Rothman, “The End of
Europe,” Commentary, January 7, 2016; G. Murphy Donavan,
“A Strategy to Defeat Islamic Theo-fascism,” American Thinker,
January 7, 2016.
[31] Daniel Greenfield, “The Muslim War on Women Comes to
Germany,” FrontPage Magazine, January 7, 2016.
[32] Daniel Pipes, “Support the Syrian Rebels?,” National
Review, May 12, 2013.
[33] Greenfield, “The Muslim War on Women Comes to
Germany,” FrontPage Magazine, January 7,2016.
[34] Herb Keinon, “’Israel wanted Assad gone since start of
Syria civil war,’” Jerusalem Post, September 17, 2013.
[35] “Saving their sworn enemy: Heart-stopping footage shows
Israeli commandos rescuing wounded men from Syrian warzone
– but WHY are they risking their lives for Islamic
militants?,” Daily Mail, December 8, 2015; Johnlee Varghese,
“UN Report: Israel in Regular Contact with Syrian Rebels
including ISIS,” International Business Times, December 7,
2014.
[36] Keinon, “’Israel wanted Assad gone since start of Syria civil
war,’” Jerusalem Post, September 17, 2013.
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/01/08/who-isresponsible-for-sexual-violence-in-europe-is-alex-jonesinfowars-part-of-the-problem/

_________________________________________________
The cartoon Charlie Hebdo shouldn’t have drawn
January 15, 2016 5:23am

c.f.with Zionist/USA/EU
Charlie Hebdo has been criticised for publishing this cartoon,
appearing to depict a drowned Syrian refugee as a potential
future sex pest.
WARNING: GRAPHIC IMAGES

SINCE it was targeted by freedom-hating Islamic State
supporters a year ago, French satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo
has become a symbol of free speech across the Western world.
But this time, the provocative publication may have gone too
far.
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In its latest edition, the magazine has published a cartoon on
Aylan Kurdi, the Syrian boy whose body was washed up on a
Turkish beach when he drowned on a journey alongside fellow
refugees to Greece.
The heartbreaking image of the three-year-old Kurdish boy drew
global attention to the plight of Syrian refugees and became a
symbol of the global crisis, but now the iconic image has been
twisted by stirring cartoonists.
The newspaper has imagined the three-year-old growing up as
... “a groper in Germany”.
Depicting baby Aylan as an adult sex pest is a clear grab at
controversy, but even some of the publication’s most
enthusiastic supporters have failed to see any funny side of the
satirical image.
The drawing is a clear play on the Cologne sexual assault
attacks allegedly carried out by a mob of hundreds of men,
many of them apparently middle eastern migrants, on New
Year’s Eve.
The cartoon appears to suggest that should Aylan have survived
he would have carried out such an act. However, it’s more likely
the intention was to satirise the attitude held by EU rightwingers that all refugees are criminals.
It takes getting past the initial shock and outrage that the
satirical meaning becomes clear to the reader, and for many,
that’s too much to ask.
People have begun tweeting with the hashtag #weareNOTcharlie
in protest of the offending drawing — a play on the supportive
social media campaign #JeSuisCharlie or #iamcharlie that
quickly spread after the 2015 shooting at the magazine’s Paris
offices where 12 people were gunned down by terrorists.
The always controversial magazine will likely welcome criticism
around its latest offering.
Its deliberately offensive depictions of sacred figures like
Mohammed and God are said to be the inspiration of the
terrorists who targeted its headquarters, and its editors and
cartoonists are well accustomed to death threats and abuse.

Last week, on the twelve month anniversary of the shootings,
the satirical title released a new front cover featuring God with a
Kalashnikov. It showed a bearded man with the weapon slung
over the back of his shoulder with the caption “L’Assassin court
roujous” which is translated as “The assassin is always out
there”.

The attack on Charlie Hebdo did not discourage the
satirical newspaper from producing provocative cartoons.
Picture: Jacques Demarthon/AFP
In the wake of the killing of eight of its staff, two policemen and
two other men on January 7, 2015, Charlie Hebdo became one
of the best-known publications in the world and the hashtag
#JeSuisCharlie flashed across social networks.
Hooded gunmen Cherif Kouachi, 32, and his brother Said
Kouachi, 34, were hunted down and later killed.
The newspaper was held up as a symbol of freedom of
expression and an astonishing 7.5 million copies were sold of
the first issue produced by its surviving staff just a week after
the attack.
A month before the attack, Charlie Hebdo was close to shutting
down as sales had dipped below 30,000.
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/the-cartoon-charliehebdoshouldnthavedrawn/newsstory/e6c1694013882d8942ee31
aee8d2a5d

______________________________________________
Anti-Israel reporter loses case at German Press Council
Milky ‘Pudding Protest’ debate raised in Press Council case

BERLIN – The Süddeutsche Zeitung (SZ) newspaper falsely
claimed that tens of thousands of Israelis fled to Germany
because of the policies of the Netanyahu administration, the
German Press Council confirmed.
The council’s 5-to-1 vote to uphold its initial ruling against the
largest broadsheet newspaper in Germany is the latest act in a
long-running media dispute playing out with high-powered
lawyers and press experts.
The case began in 2014, and the decision was published in the
first week of January. It was obtained by The Jerusalem Post
late last week.
Honestly Concerned, a Frankfurt-based pro-Israel media
watchdog, had filed a complaint alleging that Thorsten Schmitz,
an SZ journalist, falsely stated in his article that “tens of
thousands of Israelis fled” their country and sought refuge in
Germany.
Honestly Concerned prevailed in the initial complaint. The SZ
won a reversal last year. Now, Honestly Concerned appears to
have sealed a final victory.
The Press Council in its new decision wrote that Schmitz
“violated the journalistic accuracy requirement” of the German
press code “by not proving the number and noting that the
figure is a disputed estimate.”
According to the decision, “it is must be clear to the reader how
valid the statistical information is. For the reader, such a
presentation was lacking in the article.”
The attorney for Honestly Concerned, Dr. Katy Ritzmann from
the prestigious law firm FPS, argued before the council that

Schmitz’s
statistical
information
was
“unsubstantiated,
speculative, without a factual foundation and contradicted the
journalistic requirement for accuracy.”
Media estimates of the number of Israelis living in Germany
vary. The Federal Office for Migration and Refugees reported a
total of 11,655 Israelis living in Germany in 2013. In 2012,
11,244 Israeli citizens lived in the Federal Republic.
Ritzmann said that Schmitz’s contention that Israelis are fleeing
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s government cannot be
defended as a personal opinion, because the claim concerns
numbers of emigrés who either exist or do not exist. She further
argued that Israelis who relocated to Germany were impelled by
multiple factors, and their motivations cannot be limited to
Israeli politics.
The SZ provided the Press Council with a statement from
Schmitz ahead of the decision. In it, he reiterated that “tens of
thousands of Israelis” fled from the conditions in their country,
for which Israel’s prime minister is responsible. Schmitz
contends that many of the Israelis used their European
passports and were not counted in the statistics.
The SZ argued that Honestly Concerned employs an incorrect
definition of the world “flee.” The paper said the word “flee” can
be understood to mean avoid an unpleasant or unmanageable
living situation. According to the SZ interpretation, the
departure from a location does not necessary mean it was
dangerous there.
The newspaper offered evidence trying to show Israelis are
leaving home because of high consumer prices, citing the
chocolate “Pudding Debate,” where Israelis protested against
the fact that chocolate pudding was much cheaper in Germany
than in Israel. A former IDF officer, Naor Narkis, started an
online protest about the high cost of the Milky pudding in Israel,
and called on Israelis to “make aliya” to Berlin.
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Ritzmann countered that Narkis had returned to Israel and the
pudding debate took place during the 2015 Knesset session.
Schmitz did not return Post telephone calls and emails. Peter
Lindner, who oversees SZ online, where Schmitz’s article
appeared, also did not respond to Post email and telephone
queries.
Dr. Elvira U. Grözinger, a member of the German chapter of
Scholars for Peace in the Middle East, told the Post, “Thorsten
Schmitz is a biased, anti-Israeli journalist. After complaining
about him to the SZ (no response) I unsubscribed from the
paper. I gave his reports from Israel as a reason for that, and I
am sure that we were not the only readers who did that because
of him.” The SZ has a history of publishing allegedly antiSemitic cartoons and articles, as well as a racist cartoon about
migrants in Germany.
The SZ published in 2012 the late Nobel Prize winner in
literature Günter Grass’s anti-Israel poem: “What Must Be Said.”
The poem was widely criticized in Germany as anti-Semitic
because it depicted Israel as the greatest danger for world
peace. In 2013, the paper published a caricature of Israel as a

demonic monster, and in 2014 it depicted Facebook founder
Mark Zuckerberg as a hook-nosed Octopus gobbling up the
world – a reference to Nazi portrayals of Jews.
The SZ editor responsible for the placement of the monster
cartoon, Franziska Augstein, attempted to convince an
American-Jewish organization not to file a Press Council
complaint against the newspaper. The organization filed the
complaint alleging anti-Semitism and the SZ was compelled to
apologize for the alleged Jew-hatred in its pages. The SZ
apologized this month for an allegedly racist and sexist cartoon
depicting a black migrant assaulting a white woman.
Henryk M. Broder, a leading expert on modern German antiSemitism and a columnist at the daily Die Welt, first exposed
Schmitz’s failed methods of journalistic verification. Broder, who
has testified in the Bundestag as an expert witness on antiSemitism, recently said at a packed reading in Berlin for his new
book, “That is Really Insane,” that the SZ is the “most antiSemitic and reactionary newspaper” in Germany.
http://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/German-NGO-prevails-indispute-against-anti-Israel-reporter-441713

________________________________________________

Should the burden fall to the reporter's home country, or to
their family and friends, or should it fall to the various media
outlets which are paying for the freelancer's stories?

Brandon Martinez
Get "The ISIS Conspiracy" by Brandon Martinez
http://www.amazon.com/The-ISIS-Conspi...
The ISIS Conspiracy: Origins - 1
Published on Aug 31, 2015
In the first part of a series, Brandon Martinez of NonAligned Media unravels the murky origins of ISIS and
unveils how the group's meteoric rise in Iraq and Syria is
a continuation of US psychological warfare designed to
facilitate the Zionist-Neocon agenda of toppling seven
sovereign Middle Eastern and North African States.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d-LbGW-8vig
The ISIS Conspiracy: US-Israeli-Saudi Intrigue- 2
Published on Sep 6, 2015
In part 2 of the "ISIS Conspiracy" series, Brandon
Martinez of Non-Aligned Media unravels the intricate web
of deceit and double-dealing that lies behind the
manufactured ISIS phenomenon, and shows how the US
and Israel have for decades plotted behind the scenes to
implode the Middle East.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t5KgTjxydVY

***

Journalists, ransoms and responsibility
Listen now Download audio
Thursday 14 January 2016 5:30PM
When a freelancer is kidnapped in a war zone, who is
responsible for finding them, negotiating a ransom and getting
them to safety?

IMAGE: A HELMET BELONGING TO A FREELANCE VIDEO
JOURNALIST WHO WAS INJURED WHILE REPORTING
ALEPPO, SYRIA IN 2012 (AFP / GETTY IMAGES)
This interview was first broadcast on 11 June 2015.
Thursday 5.30pmRepeated: Friday 5:30am
Presented by Richard Aedy Thursday 14 January 2016
Add your comment
Fredrick Toben :
14 Jan 2016 7:13:27pm
Your segment on the trolls was interesting but far too one-sided.
I had to contend with trolls for years when I still had my
YouTube channel but then the biggest trooll came along, Jeremy
Jones of the Executive Council of Australian Jewry contacted
YouTube/Google - and a simple letter complaining about the
"antisemitic content" of my site was enough for YouTube in
Sydney to find some copyright infringement that led to my site
being terminated. Jones later crowed about it.
So, Richard, give the one-sided report a miss or enable another
viewpoint to be developed by finding individuals who have had a
similar experience to what I had to contend with for years. A
technician who looked into this for me stated that most of the
obscenities came from Israel.
Perhaps it would be good if you could focus on why ISIS, IS,
Daesh, et al, are so openly successful in propagating their
propaganda while I was closed down so easily. I asked Justice
Lucy McCallum this question on 4 February 2015 during my
cross examination in the NSW Suprem Court, and she simply
stated that they are operating from overseas - [????]
All very interesting.
Still, keep up the good work.
Best wishes. Fredrick Toben
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/mediareport/jou
rnalists2c-ransoms-and-responsibility/6958864
NB: On 17 January 2016 during ABC TV’s morning Breakfast
featured an item that dealt with an American lawyer attempting
to restrict Twitter from enabling IS-ISIS-DAESH from using its
services.
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OPINION

Our embarrassed silence about
Cologne only adds to the harm
By Michael Bradley, Updated Thu at 10:40am

PHOTO: Protesters in Leipzig reflect the public anger over
the Cologne assaults. (AFP: Tobias Schwarz)
Commentators have a responsibility to discuss the
shocking events that took place in Cologne, because
those who want to exploit this story for their preferred
agendas won't be so reluctant, writes Michael Bradley.
2016 opened with two extraordinary happenings, telling us
something profound about both the power and the paralysis of
the digital age.
I am speaking of the mass incidents of sexual assault on women
in Cologne and other cities in Germany on New Year's Eve, and
the fascinating near-silence with which the media has
responded.
The empowering capabilities of digital media are well known;
they have fuelled social movements, driven popular revolutions
like the Arab Spring, and forced governments and corporations
to pay more attention to the opinions and sensitivities of their
stakeholders lest they get on the wrong side of a trending
hashtag.
Less attention has been paid to the darker side of the digital
media coin; crowds can be gathered, and actions coordinated,
for evil just as well as positive intent.
It's hard to disagree with the German justice minister's
conclusion that the attacks in Cologne must have been planned
and coordinated. Over 600 criminal complaints have been filed.
It wasn't a political protest, a race riot or anything other than
premeditated criminality committed by a very large number of
perpetrators. In that sense, it is something new and it presents
a major challenge to law enforcement.
Logically, this should refocus the attention of governments away
from their singular obsession with terrorism towards the need to
be smarter and faster at pre-empting mass criminality. The
technological means used to organise hundreds of simultaneous
assaults on women could equally be adapted to attacks on
property, infrastructure or computer networks, or other forms of
violence. These need not be politically or ideologically
motivated.
Focusing on the act rather than the cause should also trigger a
more mature debate than we've been able to have so far about
the correct balance between the surveillance capabilities of the
state and the civil liberties of the people. If the technology
which we all enjoy can be used to harm us in ways we have not
previously imagined, of which I would say Cologne is a clear
example, then we would be wise to reconsider where that
balance should lie. But we should do so in the absence of
prejudice, ideology or political point scoring. Well, we can
always hope.
As for the response from Australian media, I've been searching
and have found almost no opinion pieces about the events in

Cologne from any of our many usually-prolific commentators in
mainstream or online media. That, I find passing strange.
Not being too cute about it, the reason for the relative silence is
obvious, and it reflects the confused initial response from
German authorities. There's a seriously inconvenient truth at the
bottom of this.
The attackers were mostly of North African or Middle Eastern
backgrounds, and police say they have focused their
investigations on illegal migrants and asylum seekers (of whom
there were 1.1 million in Germany last year). It is hard to accept
or report this confronting reality without a sick turn of the
stomach, unless it happily fits a pre-existing prejudice.
As the first reports started flooding in, the German authorities
no doubt felt the instinctual hope that it wasn't so; the impulse
to deny naturally followed. When that proved impossible, there
was a strong reluctance to admit that the perpetrators were
from any particular group or background. This again was driven
by an instinctual dread of the consequences should the worst be
true.
The media has openly and widely reported the facts as they've
developed. The opinion makers in Australian media have
tweeted some comments but their columns have stood mostly
silent. They are, I think, feeling the same dread that Angela
Merkel must have done. If it be true, what then?
Obviously, what then is that the forces of the far right, the antiimmigration lobby, ultra-nationalists, racists and xenophobes
will say "We told you so." While that will be as unhelpfully
meaningless as everything else they say, their myopic causeand-effect worldview now has some handy supporting evidence.
Who wants to add fuel to that fire? We're already awash with
bigotry, and 2016 is shaping up to be a banner year for
destructive hatred targeted by race, religion, gender and every
other point of difference we can find. Cologne is a flaming match
nobody wants to throw onto the pyre.
The silence is not a conspiracy; it's a collective paralysis in the
face of the unspeakable. I suspect that the speed of modern
media has encouraged our traditional preference for reducing all
issues to black and white; goodies and baddies. This must be
adding to the confusion on the so-called left side of the
commentariat. Asylum seekers are supposed to be good people
in bad circumstances. But good people don't rape - ever. Good
men don't abuse, assault or harass women. Nothing excuses
what a large number of men did in Cologne. So, it follows
necessarily, some of the men among the exodus to Western
Europe are not good men.
On the far right, this easily translates to "all Muslims don't
respect women", and worse. On the left, it leaves confusion. The
benighted hordes of tragic humanity are not entirely what we'd
like them to be. The truth is much messier than either polarity
would prefer.
Consequently, because everyone is finding it really hard to find
something coherent and constructive to say about Cologne,
mostly they're saying nothing at all. That's a failure of
journalistic responsibility. If those who are capable of forming a
nuanced view based on an educated analysis of complex facts
don't take the trouble to think through and openly discuss an
issue like Cologne, then they abdicate the field to those who will
happily frame a three word slogan and exploit this story for their
preferred agendas.
Cologne happened. 600+ women were assaulted. Maintaining an
embarrassed silence about it, because it's just too awful to
mention, will only add to the harm.
Michael Bradley is the managing partner of Marque Lawyers, a
Sydney law firm, and writes a weekly column for The Drum.
Follow him on Twitter at @marquelawyers.
Due to unforeseen circumstances comments are
closed. You are welcome to join us on Facebook where
the conversation about this story continues.
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-01-14/bradleysilence-about-cologne-only-adds-to-the-harm/7086702
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How Zionism helped create the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Nu'man Abd al-Wahid on January 7, 2016 36 Comments
The covert alliance between the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and
the Zionist entity of Israel should be no surprise to any student
of British imperialism. The problem is the study of British
imperialism has very few students. Indeed, one can peruse any
undergraduate or post-graduate British university prospectus
and rarely find a module in a Politics degree on the British
Empire let alone a dedicated degree or Masters degree. Of
course if the European led imperialist carnage in the four years
between 1914 – 1918 tickles your cerebral cells then it’s not too
difficult to find an appropriate institution to teach this subject,
but if you would like to delve into how and why the British
Empire waged war on mankind for almost four hundred years
you’re practically on your own in this endeavour. One must
admit, that from the British establishment’s perspective, this is
a formidable and remarkable achievement.
In late 2014, according to the American journal, “Foreign
Affairs”, the Saudi petroleum Minister, Ali al-Naimi is reported to
have said “His Majesty King Abdullah has always been a model
for good relations between Saudi Arabia and other states and
the Jewish state is no exception.” Recently, Abdullah’s
successor, King Salman expressed similar concerns to those of
Israel’s to the growing agreement between the United States
and Iran over the latter’s nuclear programme. This led some to
report that Israel and KSA presented a “united front” in their
opposition to the nuclear deal. This was not the first time the
Zionists and Saudis have found themselves in the same corner
in dealing with a perceived common foe. In North Yemen in the
1960’s, the Saudis were financing a British imperialist led
mercenary army campaign against revolutionary republicans
who
had
assumed
authority
after
overthrowing
the
authoritarian, Imam. Gamal Abdul-Nasser’s Egypt militarily
backed the republicans, while the British induced the Saudis to
finance and arm the remaining remnants of the Imam’s
supporters. Furthermore, the British organised the Israelis to
drop arms for the British proxies in North Yemen, 14 times. The
British, in effect, militarily but covertly, brought the Zionists and
Saudis together in 1960’s North Yemen against their common
foe.
However, one must go back to the 1920’s to fully appreciate the
origins of this informal and indirect alliance between Saudi
Arabia and the Zionist entity. The defeat of the Ottoman Empire
by British imperialism in World War One, left three distinct
authorities in the Arabian peninsula: Sharif of Hijaz: Hussain bin
Ali of Hijaz (in the west), Ibn Rashid of Ha’il (in the north) and
Emir Ibn Saud of Najd (in the east) and his religiously fanatical
followers, the Wahhabis.
Ibn Saud had entered the war early in January 1915 on the side
of the British, but was quickly defeated and his British handler,
William Shakespear was killed by the Ottoman Empire’s ally Ibn
Rashid. This defeat greatly hampered Ibn Saud’s utility to the
Empire and left him militarily hamstrung for a year.[1] The
Sharif contributed the most to the Ottoman Empire’s defeat by
switching allegiances and leading the so-called ‘Arab Revolt’ in
June 1916 which removed the Turkish presence from Arabia. He
was convinced to totally alter his position because the British
had strongly led him to believe, via correspondence with Henry
McMahon, the British High Commissioner in Egypt, that a unified
Arab country from Gaza to the Persian Gulf will be established
with the defeat of the Turks. The letters exchanged between
Sharif Hussain and Henry McMahon are known as the McMahonHussain Correspondence.
Understandably, the Sharif as soon as the war ended wanted to
hold the British to their war time promises, or what he perceived
to be their war time promises, as expressed in the
aforementioned correspondence. The British, on the other hand,
wanted the Sharif to accept the Empire’s new reality which was
a division of the Arab world between them and the French
(Sykes-Picot agreement) and the implementation of the Balfour
Declaration, which guaranteed ‘a national for the Jewish people’
in Palestine by colonisation with European Jews. This new reality
was contained in the British written, Anglo-Hijaz Treaty, which

the Sharif was profoundly averse to signing.[2] After all, the
revolt of 1916 against the Turks was dubbed the ‘Arab Revolt’
not the ‘Hijazi Revolt’.
Actually, the Sharif let it be known that he will never sell out
Palestine to the Empire’s Balfour Declaration; he will never
acquiescence to the establishment of Zionism in Palestine or
accept the new random borders drawn across Arabia by British
and French imperialists. For their part the British began referring
to him as an ‘obstructionist’, a ‘nuisance’ and of having a
‘recalcitrant’ attitude.
The British let it be known to the Sharif that they were prepared
to take drastic measures to bring about his approval of the new
reality regardless of the service that he had rendered them
during the War. After the Cairo Conference in March 1921,
where the new Colonial Secretary Winston Churchill met with all
the British operatives in the Middle East, T.E. Lawrence (i.e. of
Arabia) was dispatched to meet the Sharif to bribe and bully him
to accept Britain’s Zionist colonial project in Palestine. Initially,
Lawrence and the Empire offered 80,000 rupees.[3] The Sharif
rejected it outright. Lawrence then offered him an annual
payment of £100,000.[4] The Sharif refused to compromise and
sell Palestine to British Zionism.
When financial bribery failed to persuade the Sharif, Lawrence
threatened him with an Ibn Saud takeover. Lawrence claimed
that “politically and militarily, the survival of Hijaz as a viable
independent Hashemite kingdom was wholly dependent on the
political will of Britain, who had the means to protect and
maintain his rule in the region.” [5] In between negotiating with
the Sharif, Lawrence made the time to visit other leaders in the
Arabian peninsula and informed them that they if they don’t tow
the British line and avoid entering into an alliance with the
Sharif, the Empire will unleash Ibn Saud and his Wahhabis who
after all is at Britain’s ‘beck and call’.[6]
Simultaneously, after the Conference, Churchill travelled to
Jerusalem and met with the Sharif’s son, Abdullah, who had
been made the ruler, “Emir”, of a new territory called
“Transjordan.” Churchill informed Abdullah that he should
persuade “his father to accept the Palestine mandate and sign a
treaty to such effect,” if not “the British would unleash Ibn Saud
against Hijaz.”[7] In the meantime the British were planning to
unleash Ibn Saud on the ruler of Ha’il, Ibn Rashid.
Ibn Rashid had rejected all overtures from the British Empire
made to him via Ibn Saud, to be another of its puppets.[8] More
so, Ibn Rashid expanded his territory north to the new
mandated Palestinian border as well as to the borders of Iraq in
the summer of 1920. The British became concerned that an
alliance maybe brewing between Ibn Rashid who controlled the
northern part of the peninsula and the Sharif who controlled the
western part. More so, the Empire wanted the land routes
between the Palestinian ports on the Mediterranean Sea and the
Persian Gulf under the rule of a friendly party. At the Cairo
Conference, Churchill agreed with an imperial officer, Sir Percy
Cox that “Ibn Saud should be ‘given the opportunity to occupy
Hail.’”[9] By the end of 1920, the British were showering Ibn
Saud with “a monthly ‘grant’ of £10,000 in gold, on top of his
monthly subsidy. He also received abundant arms supplies,
totalling more than 10,000 rifles, in addition to the critical siege
and four field guns” with British-Indian instructors.[10] Finally,
in September 1921, the British unleashed Ibn Saud on Ha’il
which officially surrendered in November 1921. It was after this
victory the British bestowed a new title on Ibn Saud. He was no
longer to be “Emir of Najd and Chief of its Tribes” but “Sultan of
Najd and its Dependencies”. Ha’il had dissolved into a
dependency of the Empire’s Sultan of Najd.
If the Empire thought that the Sharif, with Ibn Saud now on his
border and armed to the teeth by the British, would finally
become more amenable to the division of Arabia and the British
Zionist colonial project in Palestine they were short lived. A new
round of talks between Abdulla’s son, acting on behalf of his
father in Transjordan and the Empire resulted in a draft treaty
accepting Zionism. When it was delivered to the Sharif with an
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accompanying letter from his son requesting that he “accept
reality”, he didn’t even bother to read the treaty and instead
composed a draft treaty himself rejecting the new divisions of
Arabia as well as the Balfour Declaration and sent it to London
to be ratified![11]
Ever since 1919 the British had gradually decreased Hussain’s
subsidy to the extent that by the early 1920’s they had
suspended it, while at the same time continued subsidising Ibn
Saud right through the early 1920’s.[12] After a further three
rounds of negotiations in Amman and London, it dawned on the
Empire that Hussain will never relinquish Palestine to Great
Britain’s Zionist project or accept the new divisions in Arab
lands.[13]In March 1923, the British informed Ibn Saud that it
will cease his subsidy but not without awarding him an advance
‘grant’ of £50,000 upfront, which amounted to a year’s
subsidy.[14]
In March 1924, a year after the British awarded the ‘grant’ to
Ibn Saud, the Empire announced that it had terminated all
discussions with Sharif Hussain to reach an agreement.[15]
Within weeks the forces of Ibn Saud and his Wahhabi followers
began to administer what the British foreign secretary, Lord
Curzon called the “final kick” to Sharif Hussain and attacked
Hijazi territory.[16] By September 1924, Ibn Saud had overrun
the summer capital of Sharif Hussain, Ta’if. The Empire then
wrote to Sharif’s sons, who had been awarded kingdoms in Iraq
and Transjordan not to provide any assistance to their besieged
father or in diplomatic terms they were informed “to give no
countenance to interference in the Hedjaz”.[17] In Ta’if, Ibn
Saud’s Wahhabis committed their customary massacres,
slaughtering women and children as well as going into mosques
and killing traditional Islamic scholars.[18] They captured the
holiest place in Islam, Mecca, in mid-October 1924. Sharif
Hussain was forced to abdicate and went to exile to the Hijazi
port of Akaba. He was replaced as monarch by his son Ali who
made Jeddah his governmental base. As Ibn Saud moved to lay
siege to the rest of Hijaz, the British found the time to begin
incorporating the northern Hijazi port of Akaba into Transjordan.
Fearing that Sharif Hussain may use Akaba as a base to rally
Arabs against the Empire’s Ibn Saud, the Empire let it be known
that in no uncertain terms that he must leave Akaba or Ibn
Saud will attack the port. For his part, Sharif Hussain responded
that he had,
“never acknowledged the mandates on Arab countries and still
protest against the British Government which has made
Palestine a national home for the Jews.”[19]
Sharif Hussain was forced out of Akaba, a port he had liberated
from the Ottoman Empire during the ‘Arab Revolt’, on the 18th
June 1925 on HMS Cornflower.
Ibn Saud had begun his siege of Jeddah in January 1925 and
the city finally surrendered in December 1925 bringing to an
end over 1000 years of rule by the Prophet Muhammad’s
descendants. The British officially recognised Ibn Saud as the
new King of Hijaz in February 1926 with other European powers
following suit within weeks. The new unified Wahhabi state was
rebranded by the Empire in 1932 as the “Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia” (KSA). A certain George Rendel, an officer working at
the Middle East desk at the Foreign Office in London, claimed
credit for the new name.
On the propaganda level, the British served the Wahhabi
takeover of Hijaz on three fronts. Firstly, they portrayed and
argued that Ibn Saud’s invasion of Hijaz was motivated by
religious fanaticism rather than by British imperialism’s geopolitical considerations.[20] This deception is propounded to this
day, most recently in Adam Curtis’s acclaimed BBC “Bitter Lake”
documentary, whereby he states that the “fierce intolerant
vision of wahhabism” drove the “beduins” to create Saudi
Arabia.[21] Secondly, the British portrayed Ibn Saud’s Wahhabi
fanatics as a benign and misunderstood force who only wanted
to bring Islam back to its purest form.[22] To this day, these
Islamist jihadis are portrayed in the most benign manner when
their armed insurrections is supported by Britain and the West
such as 1980’s Afghanistan or in today’s Syria, where they are

referred to in the western media as “moderate rebels.” Thirdly,
British historians portray Ibn Saud as an independent force and
not as a British instrument used to horn away anyone perceived
to be surplus to imperial requirements. For example, Professor
Eugene Rogan’s recent study on the history on Arabs claims that
“Ibn Saud had no interest in fighting” the Ottoman Empire. This
is far from accurate as Ibn Saud joined the war in 1915. He
further disingenuously claims that Ibn Saud was only interested
in advancing “his own objectives” which fortuitously always
dovetailed with those of the British Empire.[23]
In conclusion, one of the most overlooked aspects of the Balfour
Declaration is the British Empire’s commitment to “use their
best endeavours to facilitate” the creation of “a national home
for the Jewish people”. Obviously, many nations in the world
today were created by the Empire but what makes Saudi
Arabia’s borders distinctive is that its northern and northeastern borders are the product of the Empire facilitating the
creation of Israel. At the very least the dissolution of the two
Arab sheikhdoms of Ha’il and Hijaz by Ibn Saud’s Wahhabis is
based in their leaders’ rejection to facilitate the British Empire’s
Zionist project in Palestine.
Therefore, it is very clear that the British Empire’s drive to
impose Zionism in Palestine is embedded in the geographical
DNA of contemporary Saudi Arabia. There is further irony in the
fact that the two holiest sites in Islam are today governed by
the Saudi clan and Wahhabi teachings because the Empire was
laying the foundations for Zionism in Palestine in the 1920s.
Contemporaneously, it is no surprise that both Israel and Saudi
Arabia are keen in militarily intervening on the side of
“moderate rebels” i.e. jihadis, in the current war on Syria, a
country which covertly and overtly rejects the Zionist
colonisation of Palestine.
As the United States, the ‘successor’ to the British Empire in
defending western interests in the Middle East, is perceived to
be growing more hesitant in engaging militarily in the Middle
East, there is an inevitability that the two nations rooted in the
Empire’s Balfour Declaration, Israel and Saudi Arabia, would
develop a more overt alliance to defend their common interests.
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Uncovering Holocaust perpetrators where few have looked
Muslim Nazis, women in the SS, and Dutch ‘bounty hunters’ are coming out of the archival closet,
even as fewer Shoah eyewitnesses remain alive to testify
By Matt Lebovic January 14, 2016, 12:34 pm 25
Women in the Nazi Killing Fields,” helped expand understanding
of women’s roles beyond the Grese stereotype.

BOSTON — With new access to archives and other primary
sources, historians are supplanting archetypal images of Aryan
Nazi men as the Holocaust’s sole perpetrators. Previously
obscured perpetrator “sub-groups” are being exposed one
portrait at a time, ranging from female SS guards to Dutch
bounty hunters of Jews in hiding.
And as researchers uncover an array of Europeans involved in
the murder of Jews and other groups during Hitler’s rule,
perpetrators’ motivations are being individually examined.
Digging in 70-year-old files and knocking door-to-door for
witnesses, scholars are honing the relatively new “Holocaust as
local history” method. The trend departs from a generalized
“Holocaust as universal history” approach by focusing on
interactions between “ordinary” victims and perpetrators —
zooming way in on the action, as it were, and exploring a site’s
history before and after the war.
Unsurprisingly, some of these investigations are ruffling
feathers.
In Sarah Helm’s 2015 book, “Ravensbruck: Life and Death in
Hitler’s Concentration Camp for Women,” the historian
biographized the camp itself, where 132,000 women and
children were imprisoned. Poring through post-war trial
transcripts and archives opened after the Soviet Union’s fall,
Helm shed light on Ravensbruck’s lesser known function as a
training camp for SS women.

German film director Leni Riefenstahl photographed with
Nazi soldiers in Poland, 1939. The acclaimed director was
one of very few women granted power by Hitler, so long
as that power was used to glorify his rule (Wikimedia
Commons)
“The overwhelming majority of these female guards were easily
able to get back into the social fabric of postwar zones of
occupation, as they were not usually viewed with the same
disdain that men in the SS were viewed with,” said Daniel
Patrick Brown, author of studies on women in the SS, including
their training at Ravensbruck.
“It helped, of course, that the women did not have the ‘tell-tale’
blood tattoo that every SS-man had,” added Brown in an
interview with The Times of Israel.
Just as Anne Frank became a convenient, catch-all symbol of
Jewish victims, one particularly gruesome female SS guard —
Irma Grese, nicknamed “the blond beast of Birkenau and
Belsen” — came to embody SS women at large. The 2013
publication of Wendy Lower’s book, “Hitler’s Furies: German

After the liberation of Bergen-Belsen concentration camp
in April of 1945, notorious camp guard Irma Grese, who
was in charge of the death cells, was photographed
before her trial. (Wikimedia Commons)
According to Lower, half a million “ordinary women” from
Germany’s “lost generation” — including teachers, nurses, and
secretaries — worked near sites of genocide, as both assistants
and even executioners.
“Nearly all histories of the Holocaust leave out half of those who
populated that society, as if women’s history happens
somewhere else,” wrote Lower in her introduction.
“The dramatic stories of these women reveal the darkest side of
female activism,” she said. “They show what can happen when
women of varied backgrounds and professions are mobilized for
war and acquiesce in genocide.”
An expert on the Holocaust in Ukraine, Lower has documented
war-era atrocities throughout Europe. By investigating farther
east than Soviet-era scholars were able to operate, and by
widening the circle of perpetrators to include collaborators and
bystanders, her work encapsulates current trends in Shoah
studies.
Focusing researchers’ lenses
“The picture is rather clear now” of Dutch citizens who served as
bounty hunters during the war, said Dutch journalist and
historian Ad van Liempt.
After exhuming police records and other documents tied to the
deportation of Dutch Jewry, van Liempt estimated that 15,000
Jews were captured in hiding by reward-driven Nazi
collaborators. His 2012 book, “Jew Hunt,” exposed files on 250
Dutch police officers who organized units to locate and arrest
Jews in hiding.
“Every large town in the Netherlands had such units,” van
Liempt told The Times of Israel in an interview.

In February of 1941, Amsterdam’s Nazi occupiers
rounded up 427 Jewish men in their first ‘razzia’ and
deportation of Jews from the Netherlands. Only two of
the men survived the war. (Wikimedia Commons).
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Though it is likely there were far more than 250 police officers
who participated in anti-Nazi resistance activities, “the 250 who
collaborated in this brutal way did much more harm to the
reputation of the Dutch police than any other group in history,”
said van Liempt.
During two decades of pursuing bounty hunters, the historian
said he occasionally incurred the wrath of people who accused
him of “being too critical. But facts from the [police] files cannot
be discussed or denied,” said van Liempt, who was born four
years after the war.
Unexpected perpetrators and unlikely descendants
As researchers look east, some are studying the role of Muslims
recruited to the Waffen-SS in Yugoslavia. Up to 42,000 Muslim
SS members and police troops were recruited by the Nazis, and
thousands of them participated in the slaughter of Jews and
Orthodox Christians in Bosnia and Serbia, respectively.
For decades, Muslims’ involvement in the Holocaust has been
told in trope by a 1941 photo showing Hitler meeting with Haj
Amin al-Husseini, the mufti of Jerusalem. Less remembered is
that actual Muslim SS divisions, recruited in part by al-Husseini,
were key perpetrators of the Holocaust in Bosnia. Muslim units
also participated in the murder of Jews in Greece and Russia.

“This berserk army of ghastly murderers, the Ustasha, and three
related crack divisions of Arab-Nazi Waffen SS comprised of tens
of thousands of Muslim volunteers, terrorized people of all faiths
in Yugoslavia,” wrote Black. Among the camps staffed by Muslim
SS men was Jasenovac, cited by survivors for unparalleled
displays of brutality.
Religious motivations aside, a fresh source of information on
perpetrators is coming from an unexpected source: their
grandchildren.
The third-generation truth-seekers are a diverse bunch,
including a black German woman who discovered that her
grandfather was Amon Goeth, the pitiless Nazi commander
made famous by the film “Schindler’s List.”
In her 2015 book, “My Grandfather Would Have Shot Me: A
Black Woman Discovers Her Family’s Nazi Past,” Jennifer Teege
focused as much on her notorious grandfather as she did her
grandmother, Goeth’s wartime lover. Throughout her life,
Teege’s grandmother — Ruth Irene Kalder — denied that Goeth
committed atrocities, attempting to hide his actions from her
daughter and granddaughter.
After stumbling upon the truth by accident in a Hamburg library,
Teege, whose father is Nigerian, uncovered her grandmother’s
role as both a bystander and denier. She visited Plaszow
concentration camp and Krakow, where Goeth brutally
liquidated the Jewish ghetto.
“I want to see where my grandfather committed his murders,”
wrote Teege of her plan to visit Poland. “I want to get close to
him — and then put some distance between him and me,” said
the biracial granddaughter of an SS monster.

Hitler hosts Grand Mufti Haj Amin al-Husseini in 1941 in
Germany. (Heinrich Hoffmann Collection/Wikipedia)
According to “IBM and the Holocaust” author Edwin Black, the
slaughter inflicted by Muslim SS men in Eastern Europe was
exceptional, even by Nazi standards, and involved a surprising
collaboration.

Amon Goeth, the brutal SS commander of Plaszow
concentration camp near Krakow, Poland (Wikimedia
Commons)
“The Ustasha of Yugoslavia [was] a Muslim-Catholic alliance of
Nazi killers so gruesome and beastly that even Berlin shrank in
horror at the slaughter,” wrote Black in his 2010 book, “The
Farhud: Roots of the Arab-Nazi Alliance During the Holocaust.”

Jennifer Teege in front of the former Jewish ghetto in
Krakow, Poland, from her 2015 book ‘My Grandfather
Would Have Shot Me’ (courtesy)
Archives and archeology as witnesses
In a few years, there will be no survivors or perpetrators alive to
testify. To prepare for that day, researchers are digging deeper
than ever into all kinds of archives, as well as literally digging at
sites of mass murder for artifacts to bear witness in the future.
According to scholars, the role of Holocaust bystanders is an
emerging priority. During three generations of collecting victims’
accounts and bringing perpetrators to justice, these involuntary
witnesses received scant attention. When teaching the Shoah to
young adults, some curricula — like “Facing History and
Ourselves” — ask students to envision themselves as
bystanders, emphasizing that group’s role in enabling genocide.
As intoned by the late Primo Levi, an Auschwitz survivor from
Italy, “Monsters exist, but they are too few in number to be
truly dangerous. More dangerous are the common men, the
functionaries ready to believe and to act without asking
questions.

____________________________________________

January 14, 2016

Sean Penn Sums Up the Left
By Jonathan F. Keiler

As many know, actor Sean Penn recently revived interest in his
career by interviewing notorious Mexican outlaw Joaquin
Guzman for Rolling Stone magazine shortly before the
murderous drug lord’s arrest. About a year before Penn’s article
about Guzman, in a fawning Esquire magazine interview, Penn
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defended several similar “journalistic” endeavors up to that
time. These had come under criticism as little more than vanity
projects for a privileged Hollywood star, largely focused (like the
Guzman piece) on glorifying Latin American caudillos and/or
bandits who are heroes of the left. Penn’s distillation of his
motivation for the projects was remarkably revealing. “I’m just
another asshole trying to feel good about himself” said Penn.
“And why shouldn’t I? That’s what everybody should try to do.”
Though Penn threw the line out in an obvious attempt to be
both humble and funny it actually pretty succinctly describes the
left/liberal attitude toward life. Penn was born into good fortune,
grew up in Malibu with well-connected parents, and achieved
personal success, wealth, and admiration early on his career.
He’s dated a bevy of Hollywood starlets, lives large, and won a
couple of Oscars. In sum, it doesn’t get much better for
anybody, and Penn feels guilty about it.
Penn doesn’t feel guilty enough that he is willing to give up his
wealth or actually sacrifice for the common good. Rather, to
assuage his guilt, he adopts the tropes of his fellow well-placed
leftists, critical of his country for its alleged wrongs, from
Yankee imperialism to homophobia. He playacts at being an
adventuring journalist out to right America’s wrongs, critical of
conservatives and others who disagree with is lefty ideations. He
does this all the while suckling on the capitalist system, living
safe and protected in a stable and well-defended nationalist
Western state.

The Esquire quote reveals the utter emptiness of Penn’s value
system and that of the Western liberal elites as a group. While it
pretends to be a frank and self-deprecating remark on his
supposed accomplishments, Penn is actually admitting that all of
his “good works” are just an attempt to make himself feel
better. There is no intrinsic value or motivation for Penn’s
various causes, progressive adventures, or caudillo social circle.
If it made him feel better to dig oil wells, hang out with the
brothers Koch, or hunt endangered African animals he would do
that. Those latter options are likely odious to Penn only because
they are not things of which media elites, and his fellow
travelers in Hollywood approve. And since garnering that
approval, and the wealth and adoration that goes with it makes
the Penn feel good, that’s what he does.
Another example of Penn’s feel-good activism is the famous
meltdown of his considerable gun collection to please his new
girlfriend, the very, very hot, Charlize Theron. The guns
evidently made Penn feel good for a considerable time. He
managed to finagle himself a hard-to-get concealed carry
permit in California. All that firepower no doubt reinforced the
tough-guy image he has of himself. But Theron and the lure of
doing something dramatic and politically correct was just too
much, so when Penn decided that Charlize and some more
Hollywood adoration would make him feel better than the guns,
he decided to get rid of them. But rather than consign them to a
gun shop or sell them online like the regular Joe he sometimes
pretends he is, he commissioned a famous abstract artist to
melt them into a lump of metal and plastic, which television
“journalist” Anderson Cooper quickly scarfed up for a cool 1.4
million at a swanky Golden Globe awards party. Of course the
money went to charity, so Penn also managed to turn a few
thousand dollars’ worth of hardware into a six figure tax
deduction.
People like Penn are reminiscent of the famous German
existentialist philosopher Martin Heidegger, who has greatly
influenced academia and leftist elites by philosophically
underpinning their extreme moral relativism, which allows them

to pick and choose causes worthy and disreputable, without any
care for logic or consistency. Believing in nothing (his
masterwork is Being and Nothingness) in 1930s Germany,
Heidegger, like Penn, was just an asshole trying to feel good
about himself. At that time in Germany, you were more likely to
feel good about yourself as a Nazi, than as say a Jew, a
Christian or a Communist, so Heidegger became one. I suppose
if a cult of radical Hassidic matzo makers had managed to seize
power in Germany Heidegger might have joined them instead -what difference does it make?
Extrapolate Penn’s self-absorbed thinking to left/liberal
policymaking in general, and you have a good idea of how
selfish and corrupt it is. From global warming, to immigration
policy, to healthcare, to painful breast-beating over supposed
white privilege, it is all about assholes trying to make
themselves feel good. In Europe the leftist desire to feel good
about oneself amounts to societal suicide as the continent is
quickly being overrun by millions of Muslim migrants who will
never assimilate.
Penn like his leftist fellow travelers really believes in nothing but
self-gratification. The left’s rejection of universal truths, religion
and traditional values, makes them self-loathing (“I am an
asshole”) and desperate to make that feeling go away (“I will
pretend to be someone who cares.”) Like Penn, they mostly
exist in a protected isolated bubble where their mutual
approbation keeps the good feelings coming, and the
uncomfortable knowledge that they are assholes at bay.
In Penn’s case all this mostly adds up to little more than public - but still lucrative -- displays of stupidity. On an international
scale though, as in Europe right now, and increasingly under the
feel-good leftist in the White House, it is utterly disastrous.
=================
170 Comments – the below comment remained on hold
for about eight hours, then was not published:
FToben - Hold on, this is waiting to be approved by
American Thinker.

What an infantile analysis this is! The fact that Penn submitted a
copy of his article to Guzman before publication [so I read
somewhere] indicates an objectivity that so-called right-wing
journalists have lost.
If readers of this article claim to be so-called right-wing, then I
pity the USA because there is not much intellectual insight found
within its meanderings. The comment on Heidegger speaks for
itself - and remember that Heidegger had a great insight into
human nature, and in particular into the Jewish mindset, which
he formulated thus:
>>The Jews, with their marked gift for calculating, live, already
for the longest time, according to the principle of race, which is
why they are resisting its consistent application with utmost
violence.<<
Now thin of those who attempt to close down discussions by
pulling out the "race" card or the other standard discussion
blocker, "antisemitism".
So, Martin Heidegger wasn't really an "asshole", as the author of
this article claims because he touched on fundamental universal
problems that need to be raised in order to understand what
freedom, for example, is all about; but understandably it is
shonks and deceivers who fear such individuals.
Penn has opened a self-reflective moment within America's
thinking, which leads us to asking more questions. For example,
what role doe the US play in facilitating the global drug trade?
Can you see what moral problems emerge from such a posed
question?
http://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2016/01/sea
n_penn_sums_up_the_left.html
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The Holocaust in the Palm of Your Hand
By Jett Rucker, 30 October 2015
It’s a gas valve—no doubt about that to anyone (apparently
there are very few of us) who has ever put a wrench to a gas
pipe. It would have controlled a flow of natural gas or other
gaseous fuel to a burner in an oven or a furnace the way
millions of such devices do every day in homes, offices and
factories all over the world.
But wait! What’s this? Clearly stamped into the side of the
casting? It can’t be. But yet … there it is, plain as day with all
four of its crooked arms: a swastika! Could this be a Nazi gas
valve? What could make it a Nazi gas valve? Could it have
regulated the gas being fed to the furnace of one of the
crematoria in which the Germans are said to have burnt up the
bodies of millions of Jews they had just killed? Would that have
inspired the supplier of the valve to stamp the symbol of the
German National Socialist Workers’ Party into the side of the
valve, neatly and squarely? Would the Nazis buying the valve, in
how many millions of units, have specified that their fearsome
rune be emblazoned on a mere fuel valve? If not, could the
valve have had an even-more-evil purpose? It clearly regulates
gas … Oh, no! The thought of poison gas valving through to the
quivering lungs of millions of innocent, suffocating Jewish babies
and their mothers is too much to bear.
But not too much to pay for. In South Florida on October 11, Jay
Sugarman Auctioneers offered up the very valve, one side of
which can be seen in the photograph above, for sale in their
“Ultimate Evil Historical Auction” (www.jaysugarman.com/pastauctions [This image has since been removed; ed.]) along with
other mementos of evil such as purported Ku Klux Klan robes,
daggers, prison correspondence of serial killers and other
fetishes contrived to stimulate the perfervid imaginations of
people susceptible to that sort of thrill (and willing and able to
pay for it).

But that valve! Aside from being a real gas valve, was it really
stamped with a swastika die by its manufacturer? Yes, it was, as
will be shown below. Were there others like it? Yes, there were,
thousands and thousands of them, and a number of them can
still be found in collectors’ (and auctioneers’) hands.
So, is it fake? The answer is no. Is it real? The answer to that
depends on what you mean by “real.” Was it used by Nazis for
killing Jews? No. Was it used by Nazis for killing anyone? No.
Was it used by Nazis for cremating anyone? No. Was it used by
Nazis for anything? No. Was it made for, or by Nazis? No. Did
Nazis ever have anything to do with it? No. It should be possible
to answer the “is it fake?” question from all this. The auctioneer,
as auctioneers will do, takes care to imbue the harmless, once-

useful device with as great an aura of evil as he possibly can,
the better to separate the gullible or sensation-prone from their
money.
Separating the gullible or sensation-prone from their money.
This sounds like a lot of rackets, including the stupendous one
on the body of which J. Sugarman’s (notice the name change?)
little scam represents but the tiniest, least-harmful of warts.
Yes, if indoctrination in gruesome images, staggering numbers,
and inviolate taboo over the past seventy years had not already
inculcated the most-horrific fairy tales imaginable in the minds
of the vast majority of Westerners, that harmless American gas
valve could not be passed off as anything but the little chunk of
scrap metal it actually is. But here in Sugarman’s playground, as
a result of an immortal propaganda campaign kicked off in
World War II, it’s easy not only to mulct the impressionable of
small bits of change such as Sugarman parted with his genocidal
treasure for, but also to tax and fine people born long after the
end of the Holocaust for billions of dollars and to transfer that to
countries and organizations that claim to use it in behalf of
Holocaust “survivors” or their children, or their friends, or
someone, anyway.

http://unitedvalve.com/industry-information/historical-valve/
There are two easy, obvious ways to positively identify the little
valve as the product of the American Crane Steel Company—
ways that don’t occur to people hell-bent on claiming it as proof
of German depravity and aren’t revealed by the auctioneer or
anyone else standing to make a little profit at the expense of
zealots and fools. The first, and least-technical (fable mongers
hate technical) would be to turn the valve over to the side not
shown in the photograph and scrape off the layers of paint, rust
and crud to reveal the name (see picture) of Crane cast into the
far side of the moon.
The other way, never even adduced by the numerous
commenters defending and attacking the notion of the gizmo’s
Nazi origins, would be to identify the many threaded portions of
the valve, both those internal to the piece and those used for
connecting pipes to the valve (the poor thing does nothing at all
if it isn’t connected to something else, after all). There seem to
be few engineers or mechanics drawn to this subject, it would
seem. If more engineers or even just mechanics like me were
drawn to these subjects, we’d have more Arthur Butzes, Fritz
Bergs, Germar Rudolfs, Wolfgang Fröhlichs, and Fred Leuchters
laughing at the holy Holocaust scriptures, or doing so publicly
rather than in secret as they now must do. It’s notable indeed
how many scientists and engineers are to be found among
Holocaust revisionists, and how few among those promoting the
creed.
Let’s say we’re going to incorporate this treasure into a genuine,
working, full-scale model of a gas chamber, or a crematorium—
it doesn’t matter which. We’re going to take this baby back to
its notional “home” in Germany and hook it up to real German
pipes such as it would have been used with, “vintage” pipe left
over from the Thirties or Forties, if possible …
Well, let’s clean up those painted, rusty threads and screw them
right into our carefully selected and restored pipes and fittings,
then, shall we?
Well?
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They won’t. They don’t fit! What’s wrong here? Why can’t I
make my gas chamber/crematorium out of all this authentic
German stuff? The answer is (obviously to anyone who ever
fixes plumbing, or anything that screws on and screws off) is:
the thread isn’t German—it isn’t metric, like what the Germans,
French, Poles and Russians have been using for over a hundred
years, and even the British finally switched over to in the
Seventies.
Well, what does fit those damned threads (technicalities,
technicalities)? Back where Sugarman was hawking this fool’s
gold, in America, all the pipes and fittings are NPT (National Pipe
Thread;tinyurl.com/nr3xdv8), a standard denominated in inches
and used there for over a hundred years even while the rest of
the world was switching over to that goofy metric system they
use. Do these NPT fittings fit? I don’t know; I don’t even know
for sure that the metric fittings would not fit, but I do know that
American manufacturers of pipe, fittings, and things that
connect to them like valves, did not use the metric system of
threading, and have used standards from which today’s NSP was
derived for a long, long time. I think American fittings would fit
just fine, but if they didn’t, it’s still possible, with common
workshop tools and tables of data to measure threads and
identify them without fitting anything to them. And that
innocent little valve has threads, like the one holding the nut
over the spring at the bottom of the stem, that don’t connect to
anything external to the valve. If you take the valve apart (easy
with a 3/8” – or 10-millimeter – hex wrench), you can identify
that thread, too. Manufacturers in America—or Germany, or
China—don’t just make up their own threads, especially where
the threads on their products have to mate with the threads of
other products. They use “standard” threads—threads for which
the tooling (threads do have to be made, every time) is cheaply
available where the manufacturer is (tinyurl.com/mjqnutv)—
wherever they can, which is most of the time. This is just
reality—a kind of reality that does not appeal to those who wish
to transcend reality in the service of myths and horror stories
they find it profitable to disseminate among the lowing, trusting,
ignorant masses.
So, we’ve got our valve in and hooked up, and flowing some
harmless test gas—say, air—and the whole piping system is …

American. So, what have we got, an American genocidal gas
chamber? Wait a minute, it was the Germans who designed,
built and operated genocidal gas chambers (or crematoria), not
the Americans! And the Germans didn’t even have American
piping systems, nor would they have used them. Something’s
terribly wrong, here. Ah, fugeddaboudit—it’s a technicality. No
one will notice. No one will even care. Thread, shmead.
And that’s the entire Holocaust phenom in a nutshell, or a valve,
that you can easily hold in the palm of your hand. It’s real, it
happened, it was made with a swastika. But it’s fake, too. There
were no gas chambers; fewer than a million died, and fewer still
deliberately killed; and the Nazis, for all their terrible mischief,
never set out to kill Jews just because they were Jews. The
valve wasn’t made in Germany, and no Nazi ever laid eyes on it,
much less a hand. But it’s real; yes, “it” really happened, and a
great deal of it was deliberate, or otherwise culpable. And
innocent babies and their mothers did die, in great numbers.
Above all, there’s money to be made, here—tiny amounts like
con artists like Sugarman garner from his credulous bidders,
and billions upon billions such as the US taxpayer involuntarily
showers upon Israel each year and the reparations payments
Germans have been making since before most of them of today
were even born. And Israel’s depredations upon the territory
and peoples of its neighbors continue to be supported by most
of the West’s governments even after the atrocities visited upon
the previous inhabitants of Israel’s original places in Palestine.
The Holocaust remains a terrible thing in our present day—quite
as terrible as it ever was, aside from whether its scale today is
greater or lesser than the scale of the earlier events was.
The only defense against it, and it is only a partial defense,
bought at the expense of assiduous attention and the
experience of deep disapproval and mindless condemnation, is
alertness, skepticism, and a relentlessly open frame of mind.
These, fortunately, besides liberating oneself of oppressive
burdens of conscience and misapprehension, carry their own
rewards in many fields beyond the plague of Holocaustery that
today so thoroughly saturates our culture.
http://codoh.com/library/document/3774/

________________________________________________
Jane Mayer Reveals History of Koch Family and the Nazis
Thursday, 14 January 2016 00:00By Lisa Graves, PR Watch | News Analysis
Jane Mayer's new book, "Dark Money," breaks new ground on
Fred Koch, who had busied himself in Hitler's Germany,
the Koch family at a time when its outsized influence on
apparently found much to praise in the economies of the Axis
American democracy is under increased scrutiny.
powers, while denigrating the work ethic of his fellow Americans
Mayer's book goes on sale next week, but reviewers have
and the Democratic legislation responding to the extreme
highlighted the new information Mayer researched about Fred
hunger and poverty millions of Americans were facing as a
Koch, the father of Charles and David Koch, two of the richest
result of the Great Depression.
billionaires on the planet who have pledged to spend more than
As Mayer notes, in 1938 Fred Koch said "Although nobody
anyone has ever promised to spend in our elections, nearly one
agrees with me, I am of the opinion that the only sound
billion dollars in the 2016 cycle.
countries in the world are Germany, Italy, and Japan, simply
Fred Koch indoctrinated the Koch boys with his virulent antibecause they are all working and working hard."
government, anti-tax philosophy, a world-view the Koch
As she notes, he added "The laboring people in those countries
brothers - who control mega-corporation Koch Industries - have
are proportionately much better off than they are any place else
spent decades spreading, with their cash seeding numerous
in the world. When you contrast the state of mind of Germany
groups fronting their agenda.
today with what it was in 1925 you begin to think that perhaps
The Kochs have previously acknowledged part of their father's
this course of idleness, feeding at the public trough, dependence
history about helping Soviet dictator Josef Stalin build refineries
on government, etc., with which we are afflicted is not
and then preaching anti-communism in the US once his fortune
permanent and can be overcome."
was made.
Any student of the Kochs can hear the echo of their father in the
But, Mayer uncovers new information about how Fred Koch
Koch brothers' hydra of organizations attacking public programs
joined forces with a genuine Nazi sympathizer from the US to
that aid Americans struggling to survive.
build a refinery personally approved by Adolf Hitler himself, one
In response to new reviews of the book, the Koch PR operation
of the three largest refineries in the Third Reich, which was used
has attacked Mayer again.
to create fuels for Hitler's deadly attacks on peaceful nations.
In a public letter to its employees rejecting any suggestion that
While Mayer does not call Fred Koch a "Nazi sympathizer"
Fred
Koch
sympathized
with
the
Nazis,
Koch
himself, readers may disagree when reading Fred Koch's public
Industries wrote that the German refinery was one project
praise for Germany under Hitler, as well as the other Axis
among numerous other projects in nine countries, and that
powers, Japan and Italy.
other US companies like Coca Cola and Ford were also doing
business in Germany in the 1930s. (Neither Coke nor Ford or
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their executives have pledged to spend hundreds of millions
influencing US elections this year.)
Fred Koch's words and actions are clear.
However, the historical context can be illuminating, and here is
a snapshot timeline to help readers understand the events in the
US and around the world during that period.
***
1929 The stock market crashes, beginning a worldwide
depression. signs contracts to build refineries in the Soviet
Union, even The contract is worth $5 million is 1929 dollars.
1930 By the spring, more than 3.1 million Americans are
unemployed.
1931 In February, there are food riots, with starving Americans
standing in breadlines at the peak of winter. The unemployment
rate rose to more than 15%.
Japan begins its military expansion, invading China.
Italy, under Fascist Party leader and Prime Minister Bennito
Mussolini, conquers Libya.
1932 Fred Koch, flush with his money from Stalin's Soviet
Union, meets Mary Robinson and marries her. They commision
the building of the family mansion in Wichita, Kansas.
The US unemployment rate hits 23%.
In November, Democrat Franklin Delano Roosevelt wins the
White House over the incumbent, Republican Herbert Hoover with the support of laborers, the black vote, and immigrant
communities of citizens.
Meanwhile, Japan completes its take-over of Manchuria and
enslaves the population by putting millions into forced labor.
Soviet police confiscate food in farming regions in Ukraine, as
peasants faced starvation and famine along with forced
collectivization.
1933 Adolf Hitler is appointed Chancellor of Germany and he
begins consolidating power, with President Hindenburg in a
figurehead role.
Roosevelt begins implementing the "New Deal," for example,
creating the Federal Emergency Relief Agency to help stock food
kitchens and provide blankets to homeless families in addition to
creating new programs, like the Civilian Conservation Corps, to
employ Americans in expanding US infrastructure. Congress also
passes the Glass-Steagall banking rules to prevent gambling by
banks.
Hitler bans Jews and non-Aryans from practicing law in
Germany. He urges the boycott of Jewish businesses and also
bans trade unions.
Frederick R. Koch is born to Fred and Mary Koch.
Germany and Japan leave the League of Nations.
1934 Fred Koch works with US businessman and Nazi
sympathizer William Rhodes Davis to begin building a large
refinery in Hamburg, Germany, after Hitler personally approves
the plan, according to Mayer.
With Hindenburg's death, Hitler declares himself the "Fuhrer" of
Germany and seizes complete control of the government.
In the US, Roosevelt's Civil Works Administration begins
employing Americans to build bridges, roads, and hospitals,
while the country faces the prolonged drought of the Dust Bowl.
The unemployment rate falls to 21%. Sweden becomes the first
country to recover from the Great Depression using Keynesian
deficit spending.
Meanwhile, Japan renounces treaties with the US and the U.K.,
and the depredations and terror under Stalin are documented in
the US press.
1935 Fred Koch continues to aid the Hitler regime by
completing the German petroleum cracking complex with a
capacity to process more than 1,000 tons of crude a day and
refine it into high-octane (jet) fuel, according to Mayer.
Roosevelt gets the Rural Electrification Administration passed
and the National Labor Relations Act, which protected workers'
rights to organize, became law. Unemployment fell to under
20%, and the US auto industry begins making a comeback. The
Social Security Act is signed into law to provide income security
for older Americans.
Italy invades Ethiopia.

Hitler's Reichstag approves the Nuremburg Laws that strip
Jewish Germans of their citizenship and forbid marriage between
Jews and "Aryan" German citizens.
Fred Koch's second son, Charles Koch, is born. At some point in
the mid-1930s, according to Mayer, the Kochs hire a Nazi
governess to help raise their boys.
1936 Japan signs an alliance with Hitler's Germany. Germany
violates the Treaty of Versailles through its re-militarization.
Stalin begins the "Great Purge," the systematic killing of
dissidents in the Soviet Union. The summer Olympic games are
held in Berlin. Italy conquers Ethiopia. The Spanish Civil War
begins.
The US unemployment rate drops to 16%, and Roosevelt wins
re-election by a landslide.
1937 Italy joins the Axis alliance with Germany and Japan. Italy
leaves the League of Nations. Japan invades Shanghai, China,
and begins a brutal march on Nanking, with vast war crimes
reported after the takeover was complete.
Roosevelt gets the Housing Act passed to provide subsidies for
housing for low-income families. Unemployment falls to 14%,
but Roosevelt fears another depression. He also calls for
international cooperation against aggression by other nations.
Fred Koch, on one of his visits to Germany, is purportedly
delayed for a trip on the Hindenburg blimp when the airship
catastrophically exploded, according to Mayer, who noted this
was family lore.
1938 Germany annexes Austria and part of Czechoslovakia.
Under Hitler's new laws, the assets of Jews can be seized and
property confiscated.
The Roosevelt administration meets with other nations to
discuss the growing migration challenges of Jews in Europe.
Fred Koch praises the Axis Powers, while criticizing American
workers:
1938 is the year, according to Mayer, when Fred Koch declared
publicly: "Although nobody agrees with me, I am of the
opinion that the only sound countries in the world are
Germany, Italy, and Japan, simply because they are all
working and working hard" and "The laboring people in those
countries are proportionately much better off than they are any
place else in the world. When you contrast the state of mind of
Germany today with what it was in 1925 you begin to think that
perhaps this course of idleness, feeding at the public
trough, dependence on government, etc., with which we
are afflicted is not permanent and can be overcome."
(emphasis added)
***
Skipping ahead, in 1940, Fred Koch's sons David and his twin
William were born on May 3, in Wichita. According to Mayer,
after Germany invaded France that month, the Kochs' Nazi
governess left their employment to return to a then-victorious
Germany.
After the US entered WWII in late 1941, after the Japanese
attack on the US navy in Pearl Harbor, Fred Koch - then in his
40s - reportedly tried to enlist but was asked to help the war
effort as a civilian, according to Mayer.
More than a decade later, Fred Koch would help create the John
Birch Society, and his son Charles would join it. documented,
and the civil rights movement as purported communist
conspiracies.
Through the John Birch Society, Charles pushed fringe economic
theories opposing Roosevelt's New Deal economics and policies,
and Charles also funded the anarcho-capitalist group the
Freedom School of Robert LeFevre, as Mayer details in her new
book, carrying forward Fred Koch's antipathy toward
government programs and institutions.
As CMD noted in 2010 in its launch of ALECexposed.org, about
the American Legislative Exchange Council, which the Kochs
have funded through decades of its efforts to repeal New Deal
policies and more:
"The Kochs' mistrust of public education can be traced to their
father, Fred, who ranted and raved that the National Education
Association was a communist group and public-school books
were filled with 'communist propaganda,' paranoia that
extended to all unions, President Eisenhower and the 'pro-
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communist' Supreme Court. Such redbaiting might be ancient
history if fifty years later David were not calling President
Obama a 'hard-core socialist' who is 'scary.'
"The Kochs have not just multiplied the wealth of their dad;
they've repackaged and amplified his worldview. David's latest
venture, Americans for Prosperity, subsidizes the Tea Party
movement, which repeats this 'socialist' smear. Charles is a
member of the exclusive Mount Pelerin Society, inspired by
Frederic von Hayek's antisocialist polemic The Road to
Serfdom.... Another David Koch project, Citizens for a Sound
Economy - which launched the effort to repeal Glass-Steagall
protections keeping banks from gambling in securities - helped
fuel the fight for 'free trade,' an unpopular policy in the 1980s."
Jane Mayer's new book adds crucial new details to the public's
knowledge of two of the most powerful and influential men in
the US.
Building on her ground-breaking reporting about the Kochs, she
has broken the story of Fred Koch's ties to Nazi Germany. Her
new book also documents the numerous groups Charles and
David Koch deploy through their vast resources to try to get
politicians they want elected and to re-make American laws to
fit their worldview.
Their worldview was molded by a larger-than-life father who, at
the precipice of WWII, publicly embraced Hitler's Germany,
Mussolini's Italy, and Hirohito's Japan as a model that American
workers should aspire toward - while attacking Roosevelt's New
Deal policies, programs his most prominent sons have assailed
and sought to undermine in this modern era.

As CMD wrote in 2014: "Some women and men spend their lives
rebelling against their father or mother, but others follow in
their footsteps or yearn for their approval. Some become
friends. A few spend millions to make their parents' vision a
reality. Charles and David Koch are among those few. Raw ideas
that were once at the fringes have been carved into
'mainstream' policy through their wealth and will."
This piece was reprinted by Truthout with permission or license.
It may not be reproduced in any form without permission or
license from the source.
LISA GRAVES
Lisa is Executive Director and Editor-in-Chief. She
previously served as the Chief Counsel for Nominations
on the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee and Deputy
Assistant Attorney General in the U.S. Department of
Justice, among other roles.
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http://www.truth-out.org/news/item/34413-janemayer-reveals-history-of-koch-family-and-the-nazis
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WHY WERE THEY ALL GERMAN VICTIMS?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Turkish authorities say Tuesday suicide bombing carried
out by Islamic State jihadist posing as Syrian refugee
By AFP January 17, 2016, 1:53 am

Coffins with the remains of ten German tourists killed in a
suicide bomb attack at Istanbul's historic Sultanahmet
district are laid out in a hangar at Berlin's Tegel Airport
after they were repatriated on January 16, 2016. (Axel
Schmidt/Pool/AFP)
Related Topics
ISTANBUL, Turkey – The remains of 10 Germans killed in a
suicide attack blamed on the Islamic State (IS) group in
the Turkish city of Istanbul were flown home on
Saturday.
The bodies of those killed in Tuesday’s attack were taken to
Berlin’s Tegel airport aboard a German army transport plane.
Relatives of the victims were waiting in a makeshift chapel set
up in a hangar at the Berlin airport.

Another 17 people, mostly German tourists, were
wounded in the attack in the historic heart of Istanbul,
near the famed Blue Mosque and the Hagia Sophia, the
towering former Byzantine church that is now a museum.
Seven suspects have been detained in connection with the
attack, Interior Minister Efkan Ala said Thursday.
Turkish authorities have identified the suicide bomber as a 28year-old Syrian who entered Turkey on January 5 posing as a
refugee, with Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu saying the man
was a member of IS.
Ankara has often been criticized by its Western allies for not
doing enough to combat IS jihadists who have seized swathes of
territory in neighboring Syria as well as Iraq.
Turkey is currently hosting around 2.2 million refugees who
have fled the fighting in Syria. Davutoglu warned against seeing
all refugees as potential extremists, which he said would be
playing into the hands of the “terrorists.”
Turkey was hit by three attacks blamed on IS in 2015, including
a double suicide bombing in October in Ankara that killed 103
people, the country’s worst-ever attack. All those attacks
targeted pro-Kurdish groups, who are vehemently opposed to
IS.
The attack on the German tourists, however, was the first time
that foreign visitors have been targeted in Istanbul.
http://www.timesofisrael.com/bodies-of-germanvictims-of-istanbul-attack-flown-home/

_________________________________________________________
Cologne attacks:
American woman tells how Syrian refugees rescued her from New Year's Eve sexual assault
A group of Syrian men helped Caitlin Duncan escape the crowds and find her boyfriend
Lizzie Dearden, @lizziedearden, 16 January 2016

An American woman has told how she was rescued from being
sexually assaulted on New Year’s E ve in Cologne by a group of
Syrian refugees. Caitlin Duncan, a neuroscience student from
Seattle, told the New York Times she had become separated

from her boyfriend in the crowded square outside the city’s
famous cathedral and main railway station. She described a man
stealing her hat before another “grabbed” her from behind,
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searching through her pockets and a third man tried to kiss her
face and neck.4

Picture taken on 31 December, 2015 shows people
gathering in front of the main railway station in
Cologne MARKUS BOEHM/AFP/Getty Images

Cologne victims speak
The 27-year-old escaped and attempted to complain to police
but they were busy trying to clear the square and shoved her
back into the crowd, where another group of men started
groping her and pulling her hair.
“I went into a kind of fighting mode, and kicked and hit and
pushed until I got away,” she said. “I was getting really
scared.”
That was when she was approached by a group of Syrian
refugees offering help.
They formed a protective cordon around Ms Duncan to help her
through the crowd, offered to phone her boyfriend and searched
for him with her when she could not remember his number.

Police guard the area around the cathedral in Cologne
after reports of attacks on men of North African or Arab
appearance, in retaliation for the New Year’s Eve sex
assaults
The couple were eventually reunited inside the railway station,
with Ms Duncan crying in relief.

Among the group was Hesham Ahmad Mohammad, a 32-yearold primary school teacher who fled Aleppo and was celebrating
New Year’s Eve in Cologne with other Syrian friends who have
recently arrived in Germany.
He told the New York Times he was also frightened by the
groups committing the attacks, saying they had “lost their
minds” on drink and drugs.
“We keep hearing news about refugees all day: ‘They are bad
people, they must go back to their home,’ ” he said.
“When I hear that in the news, I am sad. Because we know that
there were bad boys and bad people. But the good people,
nobody speaks about them.”
Germany reacts to Cologne New Year's Eve attacks
Ms Duncan said she and Mr Mohammad are now friends and
speak regularly, adding: “In the end it turned out really well.”
Police said asylum seekers were among up to 1,000 drunken
men mostly of “Arab of North African origin” responsible for the
attacks, sparking a wave of anti-refugee protests and revenge
attacks across Germany.
Opinion polls show support for taking in current levels of
migrants has declined in the fortnight since the assaults, while
Angela Merkel has already vowed to review asylum rules and
make it easier to deport foreign criminals.
A total of 751 people have filed 676 criminal complaints relating
to the New Year’s Eve in Cologne, including 347 allegations of
sexual assault.

Out of 19 main suspects being investigated, 10 are asylum
seekers, and the hunt for perpetrators continues.
Police have put up appeals for information in Arabic and German
in all refugee accommodation in the state of North RhineWestphalia.
Rewards are being offered for anything leading to arrests for
sexual offences, the poster says, describing “groups of young
men approaching victims to rob them and commit "serious
sexual assaults".
Tensions continued in Germany today, with a public swimming
pool in the town of Bornheim banning male asylum seekers
because of sexual harassment complaints.
Businesses also reported a huge increase German sales of
Tasers and pepper spray since New Year’s Eve.
“People are afraid of refugees,” manufacturer Vladimir Kupa told
the Handelsblatt newspaper.
Additional reporting by agencies
READ MORE
Male asylum seekers banned from swimming pool after Cologne
attacks
Support for refugees in Germany plummeting amid far-right
protests
Vigilantes attack asylum seekers after vowing to 'clean up'
Cologne
Cologne refugees living in fear of backlash
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/cologneattacks-american-woman-tells-how-syrian-refugees-rescuedher-from-new-years-eve-sexual-a6816221.html
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A group of Syrian men helped Caitlin Duncan escape the crowds and find her boyfriend!
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"We read and rebut their vile crap so you won't have to!"
WHITE BILLIONAIRES IN POLITICS = BAD.
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JEWISH BILLIONAIRES IN POLITICS = GOOD

NY Times: Father of Koch Brothers Helped Build
Nazi Oil Refinery, Book Says
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE
The father of the billionaires Charles G. and David H. Koch helped construct a major oil refinery in Nazi
Germany that was personally approved by Adolf Hitler.

REBUTTAL BY

The milk-toast, moderately "conservative" Koch Brothers have
long been among the favorite whipping boys of Sulzberger's
Slimes and their libtard legions of activists. The hatred of the
politically active Koch boys has nothing to do with them posing
any kind of direct threat to the Jewish ownership of America.
But indirectly, what the Kochs represent is the possibility,
remote as it is, that the Anglo billionaires of America
could theoreticallycooperate and take back America from the
alien interlopers of Zion-Khazaria.
That's pretty much what happened back in 1920 when very
wealthy and very well-connected 'goy' White men likeHenry
Ford, Thomas Edison, Harvey Firestone,
and Andrew
Mellon united behind the Presidential campaign of Ohio
Senator Warren Harding. The Harding landslide over the
Democrats' Cox-Roosevelt ticket marked the repudiation and
reversal of much of the damage that had been inflicted upon
America during the 8-year reign of the Jewish-owned Woodrow
Wilson. Remember that the next time you read about some
survey in which egg-headed historians universally rank Harding
as "the worst President in U.S. history" (here).
Though there has not been such a blow struck against the NWO
gang in America since (not even close), the paranoid chosenites

aren't taking any chances. Hence, the latest bashing of the big
bad Koch Brothers.

1- Henry Ford, Thomas Edison, President Warren Harding
and Harvey Firestone together on a camping outing
(1921)
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2- Henry Ford (who was greatly admired by Adolf Hitler)
receiving the Grand Cross of the German Eagle in 1938
The book being promoted in this Slimes piece is titled 'Dark
Money: The Hidden History of the Billionaires Behind the
Rise of the Radical Right ' (oooooh, sounds so scaaaary) by
one Jane Mayer (cough cough). Brace yourself -- here is a
scary excerpt from the Slimes book review:
"The book traces the rise of the modern conservative movement
through the activism and money of a handful of rich donors:
among them Richard Mellon Scaife, an heir to the Mellon
banking fortune, and Harry and Lynde Bradley, brothers who
became wealthy in part from military contracts but poured
millions into anti-government philanthropy.
But the book is largely focused on the Koch family, stretching
back to its involvement in the far-right John Birch Society and
the political and business activities of the father, Fred C. Koch,
who found some of his earliest business success overseas in the
years leading up to World War II. One venture was a
partnership with the American Nazi sympathizer William Rhodes
Davis, who, according to Ms. Mayer, hired Mr. Koch to help build
the third-largest oil refinery in the Third Reich, a critical
industrial cog in Hitler’s war machine."
Rich donors! Military contractors! John Birchers! Nazi
sympathizers! Oh my! -- and -- (gulp & gasp) HITLER! It's
enough to make a New York City libtard pee in his pink panties.

CAN YOU SAY -- "HYPOCRISY?"
Speaking of Billionaire King-Makers, Jane Mayer's
paternal great-great-grandfather was Emanuel Lehman,
one of the founders of Lehman Brothers. Mayer's great
grand uncle, Herbert Lehman (on Time cover, above)
parlayed
his
inherited
Wall
Street
wealth
into
theGovernorship of New York (1933-1942), and then a
U.S. Senate seat (1950-1957)
There's more. The article quotes from Mayer's book itself:
"The Kochs, the Scaifes, the Bradleys and the DeVos family of
Michigan “were among a small, rarefied group of hugely
wealthy, archconservative families that for decades poured
money, often with little public disclosure, into influencing how
the Americans thought and voted.”
Hugely wealthy! Archconservatives! Influencing how Americans
think and vote! All of them Nordic-White too! Oh my! -- Of
course, the poverty-stricken Warburgs, the Baruchs, the Schiffs,
the Sarnoffs, the Lehmans, the Sulzbergers, the Newhouses,
the Adelsons, the Sabans, AIPAC / Israel Lobby, the Weinsteins,
the Spielbergs, the Geffens, the Dillers, the Harmans, the
Pritzkers, the Bloombergs, the Zuckerbergs, the Zuckermans,
the Bramans,the Soros's, the Singers et al ad infinitum have
never "poured money into influencing over how Americans
thought and voted." - eh Ms. Mayer? -- You hate-filled
Communist she-devil.
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"Zzzzzzzz. Zzzzzzzz. Zzzzzzzz"
(Hitler -- Hitler -- Hitler. I think I'll join you, Sugar.)
PAPERBACK OF Q4 (2015) IS HERE!

Jewish
Billionaire Bernard
Baruch with
FDR
-Jewish Billionaire George Soros controls Obama -Jewish Billionaire Sheldon Adelson hears the begging of
Ted Cruz. None of this Jewish financing of political
campaigns seems to bother Ms. Mayer (Lehman).

Boobus Americanus 1: I read an interesting book review in
The New York Times today. Apparently, a handful of Billionaires
not only fund the far right, but their parents funded Hitler.
Boobus Americanus 2: Fascinating.
Bush Family helped Hitler too.

I understand that

the

http://tomatobubble.com/id950.html
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